Press Release
CAVALLUNA - „Legend of the Desert“: Galloping through the Orient
The successful show will be continued from April 2022 onwards

Finally the time has come: After the forced pandemic break, Europe’s most popular horse show continues the
success story of CAVALLUNA - “Legend of the Desert” and makes a guest appearance in the remaining 17 cities
from April to August 2022! Due to the governmental decisions on hygiene regulations or even bans on largescale events, which have been in effect since March 2020 and have been continuously extended, the Apassionata
World GmbH company was forced to postpone the dates for the program several times and finally move them to
2022.
Creative director Klaus Hillebrecht, already since “Companions of the Light”, “World of Fantasy” and “CELEBRATION!” an integral part of the CAVALLUNA team, inspires also with “Legend of the Desert” through wonderful
shows, a grandiose staging and an unmistakable soundtrack. In an inimitable way, the Emmy-nominated composer succeeds in making the show shine in ever new dimensions. The dreamlike scenes are accompanied by breathtaking performances in which humans and animals work together in complete harmony to bring the wonderful
story to life.
“Legend of the Desert” promises a perfect combination of the highest horsemanship and the best entertainment,
seamlessly continuing the success of previous shows that have touched and amazed more than 8 million visitors
throughout Europe since 2003. Young and old can look forward to an unforgettable journey through oriental
worlds, while the 60 animals, their riders and an international dance ensemble guarantee an unforgettable show
experience. In the story of the show, the desert princess Samira, who is pushed off the throne by her evil cousin
Abdul, must free her people from his reign of terror and, to do so, find the four Amazons of the Elements to help
her fulfill her mission. An incredible story that captivates every viewer with riveting scenes!
For CAVALLUNA - “Legend of the Desert” already purchased tickets retain of course still their validity and were
transferred seat-exactly on the transfer dates. The opening of the CAVALLUNA - “Secret of Eternity” tour, which
was actually scheduled for October 2020, also had to be rescheduled to fall 2022 due to the nationwide Corona measures and the associated program postponements. The company is happy to have now found a viable
way to preserve all CAVALLUNA shows and hopes that fans and visitors will go along with the path the company
has taken and thus continue to support the shows, their artists and also the horses. Experience thrilling action,
touching moments and deep trust and be there when a fairytale story comes to life.... CAVALLUNA - “Legend of
the Desert”!
All tour dates and furher information at www.cavalluna.com.
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